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Abstract
This paper presents two novel contributions on the recently introduced Mixed High-
Order (MHO) methods [19]. We first address the hybridization of the MHO method for
a scalar diffusion problem and obtain the corresponding primal formulation. Based on
the hybridized MHO method, we then design a novel, arbitrary order method for the
Stokes problem on general meshes. A full convergence analysis is carried out showing
that, when independent polynomials of degree k are used as unknowns (at elements for
the pressure and at faces for each velocity component), the energy-norm of the velocity
and the L2-norm of the pressure converge with order pk ` 1q, while the L2-norm of the
velocity (super-)converges with order pk ` 2q. The latter property is not shared by other
methods based on a similar choice of unknowns. The theoretical results are numerically
validated in two space dimensions on both standard and polygonal meshes.
Keywords Stokes, general meshes, mixed high-order methods, hybridization
1 Introduction
Approximation methods on general polygonal or polyhedral meshes are an active field of
research. The interest in handling general meshes can be prompted, e.g., by the desire to
adapt the element shape to the qualitative features of the solution (elongated hexahedral
elements in boundary layers combined with tetrahedra in the interior of the domain) and by
nonconforming or agglomerative mesh adaptation, cf., e.g., Bassi et al. [4] . A wide range
of low-order numerical methods have been proposed over the last years that handle general
polygonal or polyhedral discretizations; cf., e.g., [23, 24] for a review. More recently, higher-
order methods have also been considered. High-order MFD schemes have been studied by
Beira˜o da Veiga, Lipnikov, and Manzini [9]; see also [34] for recent developments. We cite here
also the Virtual Element Method (VEM) introduced by Beira˜o da Veiga, Brezzi, and Marini [6]
(cf. also [5]). In [19] and [21], different approaches are considered inspired by classical mixed
˚joubine.aghili@univ-montp2.fr, corresponding author
:sebastien.boyaval@enpc.fr
;daniele.di-pietro@univ-montp2.fr
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(Raviart–Thomas) and non-conforming (Crouzeix–Raviart) finite elements, leading to so-
called Mixed High-Order (MHO) and Hybrid High-Order (HHO) methods, respectively. We
refer here also to [20] for an application to linear elasticity and to the work of Vohral`ık and
Wohlmuth [37] for another perspective on mixed methods on general meshes. Very recently,
Hpdiv; Ωq-conforming VEM have been proposed [7] which are suitable for devising mixed
discretizations on general meshes, and which seem to share some features with MHO.
For a scalar diffusion problem, Hybrid High-Order methods (and, as we will see in Section 3.3,
MHO methods after hybridization) use as intermediate unknowns polynomials of degree k at
elements, and lead to a problem where the only globally coupled unknowns are polynomials
of degree k at mesh faces. Also the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods of
Cockburn, Gopalakrishnan, and Lazarov [15] can be written with a similar choice of unknowns
by locally eliminating the flux variable, thereby obtaining, after hybridization, a global prob-
lem with the same number of unknowns and stencil, cf. also [26]. In this case, convergence
with order pk`1q is observed for the L2-norms of both the flux and of the potential on general
meshes (cf. the analysis in Castillo, Cockburn, Perugia, and Scho¨tzau [12], which extends to
HDG). On the other hand, for an analogous choice of unknowns, MHO/HHO methods con-
verge with order pk ` 1q in the (discrete) energy norm and pk ` 2q in the L2 potential norm.
This means that superconvergence (or, more appropriately, supercloseness) of the potential
holds. In the context of HDG methods, similar convergence results can be obtained using as
element unknowns polynomials of degree pk`1q instead of k, and tweaking the stabilization as
proposed by Lehrenfeld [33, Remark 1.2.4]. It is useful to stress that the announced orders of
convergence for MHO/HHO are obtained for general meshes and arbitrary polynomial degree
k. This is achieved by (i) introducing a reconstruction of the flux for MHO (cf. (21) below)
and of the gradient for HHO (cf. (46) below) of order pk ` 1q obtained by solving a local
Neumann problem inside each element and (ii) designing the penalty term in a careful way
so as to preserve the order of the reconstruction. An in-depth study of the relation between
MHO/HHO and HDG methods can be found in [14].
This paper presents two novel contributions:
(i) we hybridize the MHO method of [19] in the spirit of [2] and clarify its link with the
HHO method of [21]. This section contains an interesting novel result bridging MHO
and HHO methods, and clarifying the analogies and differences (essentially related to
the choice of the stabilization term);
(ii) based on the hybrized MHO method, we design and analyze a novel arbitrary-order,
inf-sup stable method for the Stokes equations. A full convergence analysis is performed
including both energy- and L2-norm estimates.
After static condensation of the element unknowns for the velocity, the unknowns for the
Stokes problem are vector-valued polynomials of degree k ě 0 at faces for the velocity and
polynomials of degree k at elements for the pressure. The choice of polynomials of degree
k for the pressure justifies itself observing that the method relies in fact on a polynomial
velocity reconstruction of degree pk` 1q. The key features of the method can be summarized
as follows:
(i) it supports general polyhedral meshes and arbitrary approximation order (including
k “ 0, which is not usually the case for discontinuous Galerkin methods);
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(ii) when polynomials of degree k are used as velocity unknowns, the order of convergence
is pk` 1q for both the energy-norm of the velocity and the L2-norm of the pressure and
pk ` 2q for the L2-norm of the velocity;
(iii) it has reduced computational cost. After locally condensing the element unknowns for
the velocity, the lowest-order version of the method in dimension d only requires d
unknowns per face for the velocity and one unknown per element for the pressure.
It is also worth mentioning that, for k ě 1, partial static condensation can also be applied for
the pressure variable, leaving only one pressure unknown per element globally coupled (this
unknown represents the average value of the pressure on the element).
To conclude, we briefly review some methods for the Stokes problem based on hybrid spaces
for the velocity. A HDG method for Stokes flows is proposed by Nguyen, Peraire, and Cock-
burn [35]. In this case, polynomials of degree k are used for the flux, velocity, and pressure
variables, and an order of convergence of pk`1q is experimentally obtained for the L2-norm of
the error in each variable (we recall that, in our case, the L2-norm of the error on the velocity
converges with order pk ` 2q, cf. Theorem 9). Similar considerations apply for the methods
presented in [16]. In [32], Labeur and Wells present a HDG methods where the velocity un-
knowns are polynomials of degree k at elements and faces. Also in this case, the L2-errors
on both the velocity and the pressure approximations converge with order pk ` 1q. In [27],
on the other hand, Egger and Waluga consider a method where polynomials of degree k and
pk´ 1q are used for the velocity and the pressure, respectively, and a hp-convergence analysis
is carried out. In this case, both the norm of the velocity gradient and the L2-norm of the
pressure converge with order k. Other work on the discretization of the Stokes equations that
deserves being mentioned here include the hp-discontinuous Galerkin method of Toselli [36],
the domain decomposition method of Girault, Rivie`re, and Wheeler [29], and the hybridized
globally divergence free LDG method of Carrero, Cockburn, and Scho¨tzau [11].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the main assumptions
on the mesh in the spirit of [18] as well as some basic results on broken functional spaces
used in the analysis. In Section 3, we carry out hybridization for the MHO method of [19]
and show that the resulting hybridized MHO method differs from the HHO method of [21]
only by the choice of the stabilization term. In Section 4, we derive a novel method for the
Stokes problem, perform a full convergence analysis in the energy- and L2-norms, and provide
numerical validation of the estimates on both standard and general polygonal meshes. Finally,
implementation aspects are thoroughly discussed in Section 5.
2 Setting
In this section we briefly recall the notion of admissible mesh sequences introduced in [18,
Chapter 1] as well as some basic results for broken functional spaces.
2.1 Admissible mesh sequences
Throughout the rest of the paper, Ω denotes an open, connected, bounded polygonal or
polyhedral domain in Rd, d ě 1. For any open, connected subset X Ă Ω with non-zero
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Lebesgue measure, the standard inner product and norm of the Lebesgue space L2pXq are
denoted by p¨, ¨qX and }¨}X , respectively, with the convention that the index is omitted if
X “ Ω.
Denoting by H Ă R`˚ a countable set of meshsizes having 0 as its unique accumulation point,
we consider mesh sequences pThqhPH where, for all h P H, Th “ tT u is a finite collection of
nonempty disjoint open polyhedra T (called elements or cells) such that Ω “
Ť
TPTh
T and
h “ maxTPTh hT (hT stands for the diameter of T ).
A hyperplanar closed connected subset F of Ω is called a face if it has positive pd´1q-
dimensional measure and (i) either there exist T1, T2 P Th such that F Ă BT1 X BT2 (and
F is an interface) or (ii) there exists T P Th such that F Ă BT X BΩ (and F is a boundary
face). The set of interfaces is denoted by F ih, the set of boundary faces by F
b
h , and we let
Fh :“ F
i
h Y F
b
h . The diameter of a face F P Fh is denoted by hF
For all T P Th, we let FT :“ tF P Fh | F Ă BT u denote the set of faces lying on the boundary
of T . Symmetrically, for all F P Fh, TF :“ tT P Th | F Ă BT u is the set of the one (if F is a
boundary face) or two (if F is an interface) elements sharing F .
For all F P FT , we denote by nTF the normal to F pointing out of T . For every interface
F Ă BT1 X BT2, we adopt the following convention: an orientation is fixed once and for all
by means of a unit normal vector nF , and the elements T1 and T2 are numbered so that
nF :“ nT1F .
We assume throughout the rest of this work that the mesh sequence pThqH is admissible in the
sense of [18, Chapter 1], i.e., for all h P H, Th admits a matching simplicial submesh Th and
the following properties hold for all h P H with mesh regularity parameter ̺ ą 0 independent
of h: (i) for all simplex S P Th of diameter hS and inradius rS , ̺hS ď rS and (ii) for all
T P Th, and all S P TT :“ tS P Th | S Ă T u, ̺hT ď hS . For an admissible mesh sequence,
it is known from [18, Lemma 1.41] that the number of faces of one element can be bounded
uniformly in h, i.e., it holds that
@h P H, max
TPTh
 
NT :“ cardpFT q
(
ď NB, (1)
for an integer pd` 1q ď NB ă `8 independent of h. Furthermore, for all h P H, T P Th and
F P FT , hF is comparable to hT in the following sense (cf. [18, Lemma 1.42]): ρ
2hT ď hF ď
hT .
2.2 Basic results on broken functional spaces
We next state some basic results that hold for broken functional spaces on admissible mesh
sequences pThqhPH.
Let an integer k ě 0 be fixed. For all T P Th and all v P P
k
dpT q (P
k
dpT q is spanned by the
restriction to T of d-variate polynomial functions of total degree ď k), the following trace and
inverse inequalities hold:
}v}F ď Ctrh
´1{2
F }v}T @F P FT , (2)
}∇v}T ď Cinvh
´1
T }v}T , (3)
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with real numbers Ctr and Cinv that are independent of h P H, cf. [18, Lemmata 1.44 and 1.46].
Using [18, Lemma 1.40] together with the results of [25], one can prove the existence of a real
number Capp independent of h such that, for all T P Th, the L
2-orthogonal projector πkT on
P
k
dpT q satisfies: For all s P t0, . . . , k ` 1u, and all v P H
spT q,
|v ´ πkT v|HmpT q ď Capph
s´m
T |v|HspT q @m P t0, . . . , su. (4)
This will be our reference convergence rate for the approximation of the solutions to (isotropic)
diffusion problems. In what follows, we also need the L2-orthogonal operator πkh on the broken
polynomial space
P
k
dpThq :“
 
v P L2pΩq | v|T P P
k
dpT q @T P Th
(
. (5)
Clearly, for all v P L2pΩq, and all T P Th, it holds that π
k
T v|T “ pπ
k
hvq|T , and optimal
approximation properties for πkh follow from (4). Finally, we also introduce the notation
H lpThq :“ tv P L
2pΩq | v|T P H
lpT qu for broken Sobolev spaces.
For the sake of conciseness, in what follows we often abbreviate by a À b the inequality a ď Cb
with generic constant C ą 0 independent of h but possibly depending on the mesh regularity
parameter ̺ and on the polynomial degree k.
3 A hybridized arbitrary-order discretization for diffusion terms
As a preliminary step to design the discretization of viscous terms in the Stokes equations
(cf. Section 4), we consider here the Laplace equation (f P L2pΩq denotes the forcing term),
´△u “ f in Ω, u “ 0 on BΩ. (6)
Letting
Σ :“Hpdiv; Ωq, U :“ L2pΩq, (7)
the mixed variational formulation of problem (6) reads: Find ps, uq P Σˆ U such that
ps, tq ` pu,∇¨tq “ 0 @t P Σ,
´p∇¨s, vq “ pf, vq @v P U.
(8)
The unknowns s and u will be henceforth referred to as the flux and potential, respectively. At
the continuous level, a primal formulation where the potential u appears as the sole unknown
can be obtained by eliminating the flux s. A discrete counterpart of this procedure (the
so-called hybridization) is studied here for the MHO method of [19]. An important result of
this section is that we establish a link between the resulting coercive problem and the Hybrid
High-Order method of [21], which corresponds to a different (but equivalent in a sense that
will be made precise) choice of the penalty term.
3.1 A Mixed High-Order discretization of diffusion
In this section, we recall the MHO discretization of diffusive terms from [19] as well as a few
results that will be useful for the subsequent discussion.
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3.1.1 Degrees of freedom
Given any fixed integer k ě 0, the generalized flux degrees of freedom (DOFs) for the mixed
method are defined as
T
k
T :“∇P
k,0
d pT q @T P Th, F
k
F :“ P
k
d´1pF q @F P Fh, (9)
where for l ě 0, Pl,0d pT q is spanned by scalar-valued polynomial functions of total degree ď l
with zero average on T . Note that, in the lowest-order case k “ 0, TkT has dimension zero,
which reflects the fact that cell DOFs are unnecessary. The local and global DOF spaces for
the flux approximation in MHO are, respectively,
ΣkT :“ T
k
T ˆ
#ą
FPFT
F
k
F
+
@T P Th and qΣkh :“ ą
TPTh
ΣkT . (10)
We also introduce the following patched version of qΣkh:
Σkh :“
!
τ h “ pτ T , pτTF qFPFT qTPTh P
qΣkh | řTPTF τTF “ 0 @F P F ih) . (11)
The local space ΣkT is equipped with the following norm:
@τ P ΣkT , ~τ~
2
T :“ }τ T }
2
T `
ÿ
FPFT
hF }τTF }
2
F . (12)
For all T P Th, we denote by R
k
Σ,T :
qΣkh Ñ ΣkT the restriction operator which realizes the
mapping between global and local flux DOFs, and we equip qΣkh with the norm
@τ h P qΣkh, ~τ h~2 :“ ÿ
TPTF
~RkΣ,Tτ h~
2
T . (13)
Let, for a fixed s ą 2, Σ`pT q :“ tt P LspT qd | ∇¨t P L2pT qu. The regularity in Σ`pT q is
required to ensure that the L2-orthogonal projector πkF over F
k
F “ P
k
dpF q is well-defined for
all F P FT , cf. e.g., [28, Section 1.2.7]. We define the local interpolator I
k
Σ,T : Σ
`pT q Ñ ΣkT
such that, for all t P Σ`pT q, IkΣ,T t “ pτ T , pτTF qFPFT q with
τ T “ ̟
k
T t, τTF “ π
k
F pt¨nTF q @F P FT , (14)
where ̟kT denotes the L
2-orthogonal projector on TkT (in fact, an elliptic projector on P
k,0
d pT q)
such that
p̟kT t,wqT “ pt,wqT @w P T
k
T .
The global interpolator IkΣ,h : Σ
` Ñ qΣkh with Σ` :“ tt P L2pΩqd | t|T P Σ`pT q, @T P Thu is
such that, for all t P Σ`,
RkΣ,T I
k
Σ,ht “ I
k
Σ,T t|T @T P Th. (15)
Remark 1 (Restriction of IkΣ,h to Σ
` XHpdiv; Ωq). An important remark is that functions
in Σ` XHpdiv; Ωq are mapped by IkΣ,h to elements of the patched space Σ
k
h, cf. (11).
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The local and global DOF spaces for the potential are given by, respectively,
UkT :“ P
k
dpT q @T P Th and U
k
h :“
ą
TPTh
UkT . (16)
In the following, we identify when needed the space Ukh with the broken polynomial space
P
k
dpThq defined by (5). Both U
k
T and U
k
h are naturally endowed with the L
2-norm topology.
3.1.2 Divergence and flux reconstructions
Let T P Th. We define the local discrete divergence operator D
k
T : Σ
k
T Ñ P
k
dpT q such that, for
all τ “ pτ T , pτTF qFPFT q P Σ
k
T ,
pDkTτ , vqT “ ´pτ T ,∇vqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pτTF , vqF , @v P P
k
dpT q. (17)
The operator DkT is designed so as to satisfy the following commuting diagram property:
DkT pI
k
Σ,T tq “ π
k
T p∇¨tq @t P Σ
`pT q. (18)
Its global counterpart Dkh :
qΣkh Ñ PkdpThq is such that, for all τ h P qΣkh and all T P Th,
Dkhτ h|T “ D
k
TR
k
Σ,Tτ h. (19)
Using the definition (15) of the global interpolator IkΣ,h together with the commuting prop-
erty (18) for the local divergence operator, the following global commuting property follows
(∇h¨ denotes here the broken divergence operator on Th):
DkhpI
k
Σ,htq “ π
k
hp∇h¨tq, @t P Σ
`. (20)
We next introduce the flux reconstruction operator CkT : Σ
k
T Ñ ∇P
k`1
d pT q such that, for all
τ “ pτ T , pτTF qFPFT q P Σ
k
T and, for all w P P
k`1
d pT q,
pCkTτ ,∇wqT “ ´pD
k
Tτ , wqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pτTF , wqF (21a)
“ pτ T ,∇π
k
TwqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pτTF , π
k
Fw ´ π
k
TwqF , (21b)
where we have usedDkTτ P P
k
dpT q together with (17) to pass to the second line. Computing y P
P
k`1
d pT q such that C
k
Tτ “∇y and (21) holds requires to solve a well-posed Neumann problem
for which the usual compatibility condition on the right-hand side is verified. The following
polynomial consistency property for CkT is an immediate consequence of (21a) recalling (17)
and (14):
C
k
T I
k
Σ,T∇w “∇w, @w P P
k`1
d pT q. (22)
Recalling [19, Lemma 3] and using the fact that }DkTτ }T ď Ch
´1
T ~τ~T , we have continuity
and partial stability in the following sense: For all τ “ pτ T , pτTF qFPFT q P Σ
k
T ,
}τ T }T ď }C
k
Tτ }T ď ~τ~T . (23)
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3.1.3 Mixed formulation
We let H denote a global bilinear form on qΣkh ˆ qΣkh assembled element-wise from local con-
tributions, i.e., such that, for all σh, τ h P qΣkh,
Hpσh, τ hq :“
ÿ
TPTh
HT pR
k
Σ,Tσh, R
k
Σ,Tτ hq,
where, for all T P Th, the bilinear form HT on Σ
k
T ˆΣ
k
T is such that, for all σ, τ P Σ
k
T ,
HT pσ, τ q :“ pC
k
Tσ,C
k
Tτ qT ` JT pσ, τ q, (24)
with local stabilization bilinear form JT matching the following assumptions:
(H1) Nonnegativity and polynomial consistency. JT is symmetric, positive semi-definite, and
it satisfies the following polynomial consistency condition:
@w P Pk`1d pT q, JT pI
k
Σ,T∇w, τ q “ 0 @τ P Σ
k
T . (25)
(H2) Stability and continuity. There exists a real number η ą 0 independent of T and of h
such that HT is coercive on kerpD
k
T q and continuous on Σ
k
T :
η~τ~2T ď HT pτ , τ q @τ P kerpD
k
T q , (26a)
HT pτ , τ q ď η
´1~τ~2T @τ P Σ
k
T . (26b)
Remark 2 (Condition (26b)). In view of (24) and of the second inequality in (23), and since
JT is symmetric and positive semi-definite owing to (H1), condition (26b) holds if and only
if there is a real number C ą 0 independent of h such that, for all T P Th,
JT pτ , τ q ď C~τ~
2
T @τ P Σ
k
T . (27)
An example for a stabilization bilinear form satisfying assumptions (H1)–(H2) is
JT pσ, τ q :“
ÿ
FPFT
hF pC
k
Tσ¨nTF ´ σTF ,C
k
Tτ ¨nTF ´ τTF qF . (28)
For further use, we also define the global stabilization bilinear form J on qΣkh ˆ qΣkh such that
Jpσh, τ hq :“
ÿ
TPTh
JT pR
k
Σ,Tσh, R
k
Σ,Tτ hq. (29)
Letting fh :“ π
k
hf , the mixed discrete problem reads: Find pσh, uhq P Σ
k
h ˆ U
k
h such that
Hpσh, τ hq ` puh, D
k
hτ hq “ 0 @τ h P Σ
k
h, (30a)
´pDkhσh, vhq “ pfh, vhq @vh P U
k
h . (30b)
The well-posedness of problem (30) is a classical consequence of the coercivity (26a) of HT
in the kernel of DkT together with the commuting property (20).
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3.2 Mixed hybrid formulation
In this section we hybridize (30) in the spirit of [2] by using the unpatched space qΣkh defined
by (10) in place of the subspace Σkh defined by (11), and we enforce the single-valuedness of
flux DOFs located at interfaces via Lagrange multipliers. Let
Λkh :“
ą
FPFh
ΛkF with Λ
k
F :“
#
P
k
d´1pF q if F P F
i
h,
t0u if F P Fbh ,
(31)
and define the following local and global hybrid DOF spaces (UkT and U
k
h are given by (16)):
W kT :“ U
k
T ˆ
#ą
FPFT
ΛkF
+
@T P Th and W
k
h :“ U
k
h ˆ Λ
k
h. (32)
We introduce the bilinear form B on qΣkh ˆW kh such that, for all pτ h, zhq P qΣkh ˆW kh with
zh “ pvh, µhq, recalling (17) and (19) to infer the second equality,
Bpτ h, zhq :“ pvh, D
k
hτ hq ´
ÿ
TPTh
ÿ
FPFT
pµF , τTF qF (33a)
“
ÿ
TPTh
#
´p∇vT , τ T qT `
ÿ
FPFT
pvT ´ µF , τTF qF
+
. (33b)
Problem (30) reformulates as follows: Find σh P qΣkh and wh :“ puh, λhq PW kh such that,
Hpσh, τ hq `Bpτ h, whq “ 0 @τ h P qΣkh, (34a)
´Bpσh, zhq “ pfh, vhq @zh “ pvh, µhq PW
k
h . (34b)
The following result justifies the choice of the space (31) by showing that problem (34) is
well-posed, and establishes a link between the solutions of (30) and (34).
Lemma 3 (Relation between (30) and (34)). The following inf-sup condition holds with C ą 0
independent of h
C}zh}0,h ď sup
τhPqΣkh,~τh~“1
Bpτ h, zhq, (35)
where, for all zh “ pvh, µhq P W
k
h , }zh}
2
0,h
:“ }vh}
2 `
ř
TPTh
ř
FPFT
h´1F }µF ´ vT }
2
F . Addi-
tionally, problem (34) has a unique solution pσh, puh, λhqq P qΣkh ˆW kh . Finally, denoting by
pσh, uhq P Σ
k
hˆU
k
h the unique solution to problem (30), it holds pσh, uhq “ pσh, uhq. In view
of this result, we drop the bar in what follows.
Proof. Let zh “ pvh, µhq P W
k
h . Following [10], there is tv P Σ
` X Hpdiv; Ωq such that
∇¨tv “ vh. Letting τ h,1 :“ I
k
Σ,htv P Σ
k
h (recall Remark 1), using the continuity of I
k
Σ,h and of
vh ÞÑ tv, it holds ~τ h,1~ À }tv}Σ` À }vh} and, owing to the commuting property (20), }vh}
2 “
pvh, D
k
hτ h,1q “ Bpτ h,1, zhq since
ř
TPTh
ř
FPFT
pµF , τ TF,1qF “ 0 again as a consequence of hav-
ing τ h,1 P Σ
k
h. Moreover, letting τ h,2 P
qΣkh be such that τ T,2 ” 0 and τTF,2 “ h´1F pvT´µF q for
all T P Th and F P FT , one has, recalling (33b), Bpτ h,2, zhq “
ř
TPTh
ř
FPFT
h´1F }µF ´ vT }
2
F .
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Additionally, it clearly holds that ~τ h,2~ À }zh}0,h. As a result, using the linearity of B in
its first argument, one has, denoting by $ the supremum in the right-hand side of (35),
}zh}
2
0,h “ Bpτ h,1 ` τ h,2, zhq ď $~τ h,1 ` τ h,2~ À $}zh}0,h,
and (35) follows. The well-posedness of problem (34) is a consequence of (35) together with
the coercivity of the bilinear form H in the kernel of Dkh, cf. (26a), see [10]. To prove the last
part of the statement, we observe that the pσh, puh, 0qq P qΣkh ˆW kh is clearly a solution to
problem (34) since (34a) with λh “ 0 and (34b) with zh “ pvh, 0q follow from (30a) and (30b),
respectively, while (34b) with zh “ p0, µhq, which enforces,
ř
TPTF
σTF “ 0 for all F P F
i
h,
holds true if σh “ σh P Σ
k
h, cf. (11). On the other hand, since problem (34) is well-posed, it
must hold that pσh, uhq “ pσh, uhq, which concludes the proof.
3.3 Primal hybrid formulation
In this section, we reformulate the mixed hybrid problem (34) as a coercive primal hybrid
problem after locally eliminating the flux DOFs, and we establish a link with HHO methods.
We need, in what follows, a H10 -like discrete norm as well as an interpolator on the space of
hybrid DOFs, cf (32). For all T P Th, denote by R
k
W,T : W
k
h Ñ W
k
T the restriction operator
that maps global to local DOFs. We equip W kh with the norm such that, for all zh PW
k
h ,
}zh}
2
1,h :“
ÿ
TPTh
}RkW,T zh}
2
1,T , (36)
with local norm such that, for all z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q PW
k
T ,
}z}21,T :“ }∇vT }
2
T `
ÿ
FPFT
h´1F }µF ´ vT }
2
F @T P Th. (37)
One can easily prove that the map defined by (36) is a norm on W kh using the fact that
Lagrange multipliers are zero at boundary faces, cf. (31). Let
W pT q :“ tv P H1pT q | v|BTXBΩ ” 0u. (38)
We introduce the local interpolator IkW,T :W pT q ÑW
k
T such that, for all v PW pT q,
IkW,T v “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q with vT “ π
k
T v and µF “ π
k
F v @F P FT . (39)
The corresponding global interpolator is IkW,h :W ÑW
k
h (recall thatW :“ H
1
0 pΩq) such that,
for all v PW ,
IkW,hv “ ppvT qTPTh , pµF qFPFhq with vT “ π
k
T v @T P Th and µF “ π
k
F v @F P Fh.
(40)
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3.3.1 Potential lifting operator
A first step consists in defining local and global operators which allow, given a set of potential
DOFs, to identify the corresponding flux DOFs. We need from this point on a stronger
assumption than (26a), namely:
η~τ~2T ď HT pτ , τ q @τ P Σ
k
T , (H2
+)
so that HT (resp. H) is actually an inner-product on Σ
k
T (resp.
qΣkh), defining a norm
}¨}H,T (resp. }¨}H) equivalent to ~¨~T (resp. ~¨~). Let us check that the stabilization
bilinear form JT defined by (28) satisfies (H2
+). Recalling the first inequality in (23) to infer
}τ T }T ď }C
k
Tτ }T , and introducing the quantity C
k
Tτ ¨nTF in the second term in the right-hand
side of (12), one has, for all τ P ΣkT ,
~τ~2T À }C
k
Tτ }
2
T `
ÿ
FPFT
hF }C
k
Tτ ¨ nTF ´ τTF }
2
F `
ÿ
FPFT
hF }C
k
Tτ ¨ nTF }
2
F
À }CkTτ }
2
T ` JT pτ , τ q “ HT pτ , τ q,
where we have used the definition (28) of JT together with the discrete trace inequality (2)
and the bound (1) on NT to pass from the first to the second line, plus the definition (24) of
the bilinear form HT to conclude.
For all T P Th, a local potential lifting operator ς
k
T :W
k
T Ñ Σ
k
T can be naturally defined such
that, for all z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q PW
k
T , it holds, for all τ P Σ
k
T ,
HT pς
k
T z, τ q “ ´pvT , D
k
Tτ qT `
ÿ
FPFT
pµF , τTF qF (41a)
“ p∇vT , τ T qT `
ÿ
FPFT
pµF ´ vT , τTF qF , (41b)
insofar as this yields a well-posed problem for ςkT z in view of (H2
+) (we have used the
definition (17) of DkT to pass to the second line). We also define the global lifting operator
ςkh :W
k
h Ñ
qΣkh such that, for all zh PW kh ,
RkΣ,T ς
k
hzh “ ς
k
TR
k
W,T zh @T P Th.
An important remark is that, as a consequence of (41a), ςkhzh satisfies
@zh PW
k
h , Hpς
k
hzh, τ hq “ ´Bpτ h, zhq @τ h P
qΣkh, (42)
with bilinear form B defined by (33a).
Lemma 4 (Stability and continuity for ςkT ). For all T P Th and all z PW
k
T , it holds, denoting
by }¨}H,T the norm defined by HT on Σ
k
T ,
η
1{2}z}1,T ď }ς
k
T z}H,T ď η
´1{2}z}1,T . (43)
Thus, for all zh PW
k
h , we have, with }¨}H denoting the norm defined by H on
qΣkh,
η
1{2}zh}1,h ď }ς
k
hzh}H ď η
´1{2}zh}1,h. (44)
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Proof. Let z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q PW
k
T . Letting τ z “ p∇pvT´π
0
T vT q, ph
´1
F pµF´vT qqFPFT q P Σ
k
T
so that ~τ z~T “ }z}1,T , one has, using (41b) with τ “ τ z followed by (26b), HT pς
k
T z, τ zq “
}z}21,T “ ~τ z~T }z}1,T ě η
1{2}τ z}H,T }z}1,T . Hence, to prove the first inequality in (43), observe
that η1{2}z}1,T ď supτPΣkT zt0u
HT pς
k
T
z,τ q
}τ }H,T
“ }ςkT z}H,T , since HT defines an inner-product. On
the other hand, it holds for all τ P ΣkT , bounding the right-hand side of (41b) with the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and recalling the definitions (37) of the }¨}1,T -norm and (12) of
the ~¨~T -norm, HT pς
k
T z, τ q ď }z}1,T~τ~T ď η
´1{2}z}1,T }τ }H,T , where we have used (H2
+)
to conclude. The second inequality in (43) then follows from the previous bound observing
that }ςkT z}H,T “ supτPΣkT
 
HT pς
k
T z, τ q{}τ }H,T
(
. Finally, (44) can be proved squaring (43)
and summing over T P Th.
3.3.2 Discrete gradient and potential reconstruction operators
Let us next define the consistent gradient reconstruction operator
GkT :“ C
k
T ˝ ς
k
T , (45)
with CkT and ς
k
T defined by (21) and (41), respectively. The consistent gradient satisfies the
following remarkable property: For all z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q PW
k
T ,
pGkT z,∇wqT “ p∇vT ,∇wqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pµF ´ vT ,∇w ¨ nTF qF @w P P
k`1
d pT q. (46)
To prove (46), let w P Pk`1d pT q be fixed, make τ :“ I
k
Σ,T∇w in (41b), and use the fact that
CkTτ “ ∇w owing to (22) and that C
k
T ς
k
T z “ G
k
T z and JT pς
k
T z, τ q “ JT pς
k
T z, I
k
Σ,T∇wq “ 0
owing to (45) and (25), respectively, to infer from the definition (24) of HT that
HT pς
k
T z, τ q “ pC
k
T ς
k
T z,C
k
Tτ q ` JT pς
k
T z, τ q “ pG
k
T z,∇wqT .
We remark at this point an important result: equation (46) shows that the discrete gradient
operator defined by (45) is in fact analogous to the one defined in [21, eq. (11)] in the frame-
work of HHO methods provided the Lagrange multipliers are interpreted as trace unknowns.
In what follows we recall some important consequences without proof.
(i) For any function ϕ PW pT q, the following orthogonality property holds:
pGkT I
k
W,Tϕ´∇ϕ,∇wqT “ 0 @w P P
k`1
d pT q. (47)
(ii) For all z PW kT , it holds, denoting by pς
k
T zqT P T
k
T the cell DOFs for ς
k
T z P Σ
k
T ,
}pςkT zqT }T ď }G
k
T z}T ď }ς
k
T z}H,T ď η
´1{2}z}1,T @z PW
k
T . (48)
(iii) Defining, for all T P Th, the local potential reconstruction operator r
k
T :W
k
T Ñ P
k`1
d pT q
such that, for all z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q PW
k
T ,
∇rkT z “ G
k
T z,
ż
T
rkT z “
ż
T
vT , (49)
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there exists a real number C ą 0, independent of hT such that, for all v P W pT q X
Hk`2pT q,
hT }∇pv ´ r
k
T I
k
W,T vq}T ` h
3{2
T }∇pv ´ r
k
T I
k
W,T vq}BT
` }v ´ rkT I
k
W,T v}T ` h
1{2
T }v ´ r
k
T I
k
W,T v}BT ď Ch
k`2
T }v}Hk`2pT q. (50)
We close this section by defining global gradient and potential reconstructions as follows: For
all zh PW
k
h , we let
Gkhzh|T :“ G
k
TR
k
W,T zh and r
k
hzh|T “ r
k
TR
k
W,T zh @T P Th. (51)
3.3.3 Primal hybrid formulation
Denoting by pσh, whq P qΣkhˆW kh the solution to problem (34) (we have removed the bar from
σh as a result of Lemma 3), it is readily inferred from (42) and (34a) that
σh “ ς
k
hwh. (52)
Then, using (52), equation (34b) can be rewritten for all zh “ pvh, µhq PW
k
h as
´Bpςkhwh, zhq “ pfh, vhq.
Define the bilinear form A on W kh ˆW
k
h such that, for all wh, zh PW
k
h ,
Apwh, zhq :“ Hpς
k
hwh, ς
k
hzhq “ pG
k
hwh,G
k
hzhq ` jpwh, zhq, (53)
where we have introduced the bilinear form j on W kh ˆW
k
h such that (J is defined by (29)),
jpwh, zhq :“ Jpς
k
hwh, ς
k
hzhq. (54)
The equality in (53) is a straightforward consequence of (24) together with (41b). Then,
recalling (42) and using the symmetry of the bilinear form H, it is inferred, for all zh PW
k
h ,
´Bpςkhwh, zhq “ Hpς
k
hwh, ς
k
hzhq “ Apwh, zhq,
and we conclude that problem (34) can be reformulated as follows: Find wh “ puh, λhq PW
k
h
such that,
Apwh, zhq “ pf, vhq @zh “ pvh, µhq PW
k
h , (55)
and (52) holds. It follows from (44) that, for all zh PW
k
h , observing that Apzh, zhq “ }ς
k
hzh}
2
H,T
as a consequence of (53),
η}zh}
2
1,h ď Apzh, zhq :“ }zh}
2
A ď η
´1}zh}
2
1,h. (56)
As a result, the bilinear form A is coercive, and the well-posedness of the new problem (55)
follows directly from the Lax–Milgram lemma.
From a practical viewpoint, the symmetric positive definite linear system associated to prob-
lem (55) can be solved more efficiently than the saddle-point system associated to prob-
lem (30). The discrete flux σh can then be recovered according to (52) by an element-by-
element post-processing.
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3.3.4 Link with the HHO method
In [21], the authors study a HHO method based on the following bilinear form on W kh ˆW
k
h ,
which only differs from A (cf. (55)) in the choice of the stabilization term:
AHHOpwh, zhq “ pG
k
hwh,G
k
hzhq ` jHHOpwh, zhq,
where, in comparison with (54), no link with a mixed hybrid method is used, but
jHHOpwh, zhq :“
ÿ
TPTh
ÿ
FPFT
pπkF pr
k
TR
k
W,Twh ´ λF q, π
k
F pr
k
TR
k
W,T zh ´ µF qqF ,
and, for all T P Th, the potential reconstruction operator r
k
T : W
k
T Ñ P
k`1
d pT q is such that,
for all z “ pvT , pµF qFPFT q P W
k
T , r
k
T z “
`
rkT z ´ π
k
T pr
k
T zq
˘
` vT and r
k
T is defined by (49).
The stabilization bilinear forms j (cf. (54)) and jHHO are equivalent in that both of them
(i) are polynomially consistent, i.e., they vanish when their argument is IkW,hw with w P
P
k`1
d pThq XH
1
0 pΩq and (ii) yield stability and continuity for A in the form (56).
4 Application to the Stokes problem
In this section, we discuss a novel inf-sup stable discretization of the Stokes problem based
on the hybridized MHO method. The continuous problem consists in seeking a velocity field
u : ΩÑ Rd and a pressure field p : ΩÑ R such that
´△u`∇p “ f in Ω, (57a)
´∇¨u “ 0 in Ω, (57b)
u “ 0 on BΩ, (57c)
pp, 1qΩ “ 0, (57d)
where f “ pfiq1ďiďd P L
2pΩqd denotes the volumetric body force. Letting
W :“ H10 pΩq
d P :“ L20pΩq, (58)
(L20pΩq denotes the space of square-integrable functions with zero mean on Ω), the weak
formulation of (57) reads: Find pu, pq PW ˆ P such that
p∇u,∇vq ´ pp,∇¨vq “ pf ,vq @v PW , (59a)
p∇¨u, qq “ 0 @q P P. (59b)
The key idea is here to (i) discretize the diffusive term in the momentum conservation equa-
tion (59a) using the bilinear form A defined by (53) for each component of the discrete velocity
field (in view of the results in Section 3.3.4, one could alternatively use the bilinear form AHHO
defined by (3.3.4)); (ii) realize the velocity-pressure coupling by means of a discrete divergence
operator Dkh designed in the same spirit as D
k
h (cf. (19)) and relying on the interpretation of
the Lagrange multipliers as traces of the potential.
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4.1 Degrees of freedom
Recalling the definition (32) of W kT , we define, for all T P Th, the local DOF space for the
velocity as
W kT :“ pW
k
T q
d,
while we seek the pressure in PkdpT q. Correspondingly, the global DOF spaces for the velocity
and pressure are given by
W kh :“ pW
k
h q
d, Pkh :“ P
k
dpThq X L
2
0pΩq. (60)
We also define the local and global velocity interpolators Ik
W ,T and I
k
W ,h obtained applying
component-wise the interpolators IkW,T and I
k
W,h defined by (39) and (40), respectively. Finally,
for all T P Th, we denote by R
k
W ,T : W
k
h Ñ W
k
T the restriction operator that realizes the
mapping between global and local velocity DOFs.
4.2 Velocity-pressure coupling
The velocity-pressure coupling is based on the local discrete divergence operator DkT :W
k
T Ñ
P
k
dpT q such that, for all z “ pvT,i, pµF,iqFPFT q1ďiďd PW
k
T ,
pDkTz, qqT “
dÿ
i“1
"
´ pvT,i, BiqqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pµF,inTF,i, qqF
*
@q P PkdpT q, (61)
where Bi denotes the partial derivative with respect to the ith space variable. In the context
of lowest-order methods for the Stokes problem, this formula for the divergence has been used,
e.g., in [8, 22]. In the higher-order case, it is essentially analogous (up to the choice of the
discretization space for the velocity) to the one of [27, Section 4]. We record the following
equivalence obtained integrating by parts the first term in (61):
pDkTz, qqT “
dÿ
i“1
"
pBivT,i, qqT `
ÿ
FPFT
ppµF,i ´ vT,iqnTF,i, qqF
*
@q P PkdpT q. (62)
We also define the global discrete divergence operator Dkh : W
k
h Ñ P
k
h such that, for all
zh PW
k
h,
pDkhzh, qhq “
ÿ
TPTh
pDkTR
k
W ,Tzh, qhqT @qh P P
k
h . (63)
The operator Dkh defined by (63) can be regarded as the discrete counterpart of the divergence
operator defined fromW to P , cf. (58), as opposed to the operator Dkh defined by (19), which
discretizes the divergence operator from Σ to U , cf. (7).
The following commuting property can be proved as the corresponding counterpart (20) for
Dkh and is key to stability.
Proposition 5 (Commuting property for Dkh). The following commuting diagrams hold with
W pT q :“W pT qd and W pT q defined by (38):
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W pT q L2pT q
W kT P
k
dpT q
∇¨
πkT
DkT
Ik
W ,T
W P
W kh P
k
h
∇¨
πkh
Dkh
Ik
W ,h
4.3 Discrete problem
The discretization of the viscous term in (59a) hinges on the bilinear form A on W kh ˆW
k
h
such that, for all wh “ pwh,iq1ďiďd and zh “ pzh,iq1ďiďd in W
k
h,
Apwh, zhq :“
dÿ
i“1
Apwh,i, zh,iq, (64)
with bilinear form A defined by (53). The coercivity and continuity of the bilinear form A
follow from the corresponding properties (56) of the bilinear form A:
η}zh}
2
1,h ď Apzh, zhq :“ }zh}
2
A ď η
´1}zh}
2
1,h, (65)
where }zh}
2
1,h
:“
řd
i“1 }zh,i}
2
1,h and the scalar version of the }¨}1,h-norm is defined by (36).
The source term in (59a) is discretized by means of the linear form L on W kh such that, for
all zh “ pvh,i, µh,iq1ďiďd,
Lpzhq “
dÿ
i“1
pfi, vh,iq. (66)
The discretization of problem (59) reads: Find pwh, phq PW
k
h ˆ P
k
h such that
Apwh, zhq ´ pph,D
k
hzhq “ Lpzhq @zh PW
k
h, (67a)
pDkhwh, qhq “ 0 @qh P P
k
h . (67b)
The following result is a classical consequence of the commuting diagram property in Propo-
sition 5 together with the surjectivity of the continuous divergence operator from W to P ,
cf. [10].
Lemma 6 (Well-posedness). There exists β ą 0 independent of h such that, for all qh P P
k
h ,
the following inf-sup condition holds:
β}qh} ď sup
zhPW
k
hzt0u
pDkhzh, qhq
}zh}1,h
. (68)
Additionally, problem (67) is well-posed.
4.4 Energy-norm convergence estimate
Lemma 7 (Basic error estimate). Let pu, pq P W ˆ P denote the unique solution to (59),
and let ppwh, phq :“ pIkW ,hu, πkhpq. Then, denoting by pwh, phq PW khˆPkh the unique solution
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to (67), the following holds with }¨}A-norm defined by (65):
max
´βη1{2
2
}ph ´ ph}, }wh ´ pwh}A¯ ď sup
zhPW
k
hzt0u
Ehpzhq
}zh}A
, (69)
where the consistency error is such that Ehpzhq “ Lpzhq ` pph,Dkhzhq ´Appwh, zhq.
Proof. We denote by $ the supremum in the right-hand side of (69). Observe that Dkhwh “
Dkh pwh “ 0 as a consequence of (67b) and the right commuting diagram in Proposition 5
together with (57b), respectively. As a result, making zh “ wh ´ pwh in (67a), and recalling
the definition of the consistency error Eh, one has
}wh ´ pwh}A ď $. (70)
Let us now estimate the error on the pressure. Using (67a) together with the definition of
the consistency error yields, for all zh PW
k
h,
pph ´ ph,Dkhzhq “ pph,Dkhzhq ´ pph,Dkhzhq “ Apwh ´ pwh, zhq ´ Ehpzhq.
Using the inf-sup condition (68) for qh “ ph ´ ph together with (70), the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, and the second inequality in (65), it is inferred that
βη
1{2}ph ´ ph} ď sup
zhPW
k
hzt0u
pph ´ ph,Dkhzhq
η´1{2}zh}1,h
ď }wh ´ pwh}A ` $ ď 2$. (71)
The estimate (69) is an immediate consequence of (70)–(71).
Theorem 8 (Convergence rate for the energy-norm of the error). Under the assumptions
of Lemma 7, and assuming the additional regularity u P Hk`2pThq
d and p P Hk`1pThq, the
following holds:
max
´βη1{2
2
}ph ´ ph}, }wh ´ pwh}A¯ ď Chk`1 ´}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq¯ , (72)
with C ą 0 independent of h.
Proof. For a given zh “
`
pvT,iqTPTh , pµF,iqFPFh
˘
1ďiďd
P W kh, we introduce the vector-valued
polynomial functions vT :“ pvT,iq1ďiďd for all T P Th and µF :“ pµF,iq1ďiďd for all F P Fh.
We also introduce quh “ pquh,iq1ďiďd where, for all 1 ď i ď d, quh,i :“ rkT pwh,i and rkT is the
potential reconstruction operator defined by (49). Using the fact that f “ ´△u `∇p a.e.
in Ω, recalling the definitions (64) of the bilinear form A and (53) of the bilinear form A
together with (62), and performing an element-by-element integration by parts on the linear
form L defined by (66), we decompose the consistency error as follows:
Ehpzhq “
ÿ
TPTh
"
p∇pu´ quhq,∇vT qT ` ÿ
FPFT
p∇pu´ quh|T qnTF ,µF ´ vT qF*
`
ÿ
TPTh
#
pph ´ p,∇¨vT qT ` ÿ
FPFT
pph ´ p, pµF ´ vT q¨nTF qF
+
`
dÿ
i“1
jp pwh,i, zh,iq,
(73)
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where we have used continuity of the normal momentum flux across interfaces as well as
the fact that the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is embedded in W kh (cf. (60)
and (32)) to introduce the term
ř
TPTh
ř
FPFT
pp∇u´ pIdqnTF ,µF qF .
Denote by T1, T2, and T3 the terms in the right-hand side of (73). Multiple uses of the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality followed by the approximation properties (50) of rkT and (4) of
the L2-orthogonal projector yield
|T1| ` |T2| ď h
k`1
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
}zh}1,h
À hk`1
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
}zh}A,
(74)
where to conclude we have used the first inequality in (44). Let us now turn to the estimate of
the stabilization term T3. Recall that pwh “ p pwh,iq1ďiďd with pwh,i “ `ppuT,iqTPTh , ppλF,iqFPFh˘
for all 1 ď i ď d. Using the definitions (64) of A and (53) of A, and letting τ h,i “ ς
k
hzh,i for
all 1 ď i ď d, it is inferred
T3 “
dÿ
i“1
!
Hpςkh pwh,i, τ h,iq ´ pGkh pwh,i,Gkhzh,iq)
“
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇puT,i, τ T,iqT ` ÿ
FPFT
ppλF,i ´ puT,i, τTF,iqF ´ p∇quT,i,CkTRkΣ,Tτ h,iqT
+
“
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇ppuT,i ´ πkT quT,iq, τ T,iqT ` ÿ
FPFT
ppλF,i ´ πkF quT,i ´ puT,i ` πkT quT,i, τTF,iqF
+
“
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇πkT pui ´ quT,iq, τ T,iqT ` ÿ
FPFT
pπkF pui ´ quT,iq ` πkT pquT,i ´ uiq, τTF,iqF
+
,
where we have used (53) and (41b) together with GkTR
k
W,T pwh,i “ ∇quT,i for all 1 ď i ď d
to pass to the second line, (21b) to pass to the third, and (40) to conclude. Using the
Cauchy–Schwarz, discrete inverse (3) and trace (2) inequalities for the terms involving πkT ,
and recalling that, by definition, τ h,i “ ς
k
hzh,i for all 1 ď i ď d, it is inferred,
|T3| À
# ÿ
TPTh
«
h´2T }π
k
T pu´ quT q}2T ` ÿ
FPFT
h´1F }π
k
F pu´ quT q}2F
ﬀ+1{2
ˆ
#
dÿ
i“1
~ςkhzh,i~
2
+1{2
À hk`1}u}Hk`2pThqd}zh}A,
(75)
where we have concluded using the fact that πkT and π
k
F are bounded operators as projectors,
the approximation properties (50) of the potential reconstruction, and recalling (65) after
observing that
řd
i“1 }zh,i}
2
A “ }zh}
2
A
. Finally, to prove the estimate (72), use (74)–(75) to
bound the right-hand side of (73) and plug the resulting bound into (69).
4.5 L2-norm convergence estimate for the velocity
The estimate for the L2-norm of the velocity can be refined assuming further regularity for
problem (57). We assume in this section that Cattabriga’s regularity holds (cf. Cattabriga [13]
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and also Amrouche and Girault [1]) in the following form: There is CCat, only depending on
Ω such that, for all g P L2pΩqd, denoting by pz, rq PW ˆ P the unique solution to
p∇z,∇vq ´ pr,∇¨vq “ pg,vq @v PW , (76a)
p∇¨z, qq “ 0 @q P P, (76b)
it holds that
}z}H2pΩqd ` }r}H1pΩq ď CCat}g}. (77)
The following result shows that supercloseness holds for the velocity element DOFs, which
converge with order pk ` 2q to the L2-orthogonal projection of the velocity on the broken
polynomial space PkdpThq
d.
Theorem 9 (Convergence rate for the L2-norm of the error on the velocity). Under the
assumptions of Theorem 8, and assuming that Cattabriga’s regularity (77) holds, there exists
a real number C ą 0 independent of h such that, if k ě 1,
}uh ´ puh} ď Chk`2 ´}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq¯ , (78)
and, for k “ 0, further assuming that f P H1pΩqd,
}uh ´ puh} ď Ch2}f}H1pΩqd , (79)
where uh, puh P PkdpThqd are obtained from element unknowns setting, for all T P Th,
uh|T “ puT,iq1ďiďd, puh|T “ ppuT,iq1ďiďd.
Proof. Let z solve (76) with g “ puh ´ uh, set pzh :“ IkW ,hz, and define the error on the
velocity
eh :“ pwh ´wh “ `pǫT,iqTPTh , pρF,iqFPFh˘1ďiďd PW kh.
We also introduce the following vector-valued quantities obtained from the element and face
DOFs of eh, respectively:
ǫT “ pǫT,iq1ďiďd @T P Th and ρF “ pρF,iq1ďiďd @F P Fh.
Using the fact that ´△z `∇r “ puh ´ uh “ ǫh a.e. in Ω, it holds for all T P Th, integrating
by parts and exploiting the flux continuity and the fact that ρF ” 0 for all F P F
b
h to insert
the term 0 “
ř
TPTh
ř
FPFT
pρF , p∇z ´ rIdqnTF qF ,
}uh ´ puh}2T “ p∇ǫT ,∇z ´ rIdqT ` ÿ
TPTh
ÿ
FPFT
ppρF ´ ǫT q, p∇z ´ rIdqnTF qF .
Adding to the above expression the quantity (cf. (67a))
0 “ Apwh, pzhq ´ pph,Dkhpzhq ´ ÿ
TPTh
pf , πkTzqT “ Appwh, pzhq ´Apeh, pzhq ´ ÿ
TPTh
pf , πkTzqT ,
where we have used Proposition 5 together with (76b) to infer Dkhpzh “ πkhp∇¨zq “ 0, we have
}uh ´ puh}2 “ T1 ` T2 ` T3, (80)
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with
T1 :“
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇ǫT ,∇zqT `
ÿ
FPFT
pρF ´ ǫT ,∇znTF qF
+
´Apeh, pzhq,
T2 :“ ´
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇¨ǫT , rqT `
ÿ
FPFT
ppρF ´ ǫT q¨nTF , rqF
+
,
T3 :“ Appwh, pzhq ´ ÿ
TPTh
pf , πkTzqT .
To bound T1 we recall the definitions (64) of A and (53) of A, and observe that, with
δT :“
`
zi|T ´ r
k
T I
k
W,T zi|T
˘
1ďiďd
,
T1 “
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇ǫT ,∇δT qT `
ÿ
FPFT
pρF ´ ǫT ,∇δTnTF qF
+
` J peh, pzhq,
where, for the sake of brevity, we have introduced the bilinear form J pwh,vhq :“
řd
i“1 Jpwh,i, vh,iq.
Hence, we infer
|T1| ď
 
}eh}
2
1,h ` J peh, ehq
(1{2
ˆ
# ÿ
TPTh
“
}δT }
2
T ` }δT }
2
BT
‰
` J ppzh, pzhq
+1{2
ď hk`1
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
h}z}H2pΩqd
À hk`2
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
}puh ´ uh},
(81)
where we have used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality followed by the energy estimate (72) for
the first factor, while, for the second factor, we have estimated δT using (50), J ppzh, pzhq as
the term T3 in the proof of Theorem 8, and we have used Cattabriga’s regularity (77) for z
to conclude.
To estimate T2, we observe that D
k
heh “ D
k
h pwh ´Dkhwh “ 0 owing to Proposition 5 together
with (59b) and (67b), hence, letting rh :“ π
k
hr and using (62) with z “ R
k
W ,Teh and q “ rT ,
we infer
0 “ pDkheh, rhq “
ÿ
TPTh
#
p∇¨ǫT , rT qT `
ÿ
FPFT
ppρF ´ ǫT q¨nTF , rT qF
+
.
Subtracting the above expression from T2, and using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality together
with the bound (1) on NB, it is inferred
|T2| À }eh}1,h
# ÿ
TPTh
“
}r ´ rT }
2
T`}r ´ rT }
2
BT
‰+1{2
À hk`2
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd`}p}Hk`1pThq
¯
}r}H1pΩq,
(82)
where we have used the first inequality in (65) together with the energy estimate (72) for the
first factor and the approximation properties (4) of πkh for the second.
Let us now estimate T3. For all T P Th, we have pf , π
k
TzqT “ pπ
k
Tf , zqT . Moreover, since
pf , zq “ p∇u ´ pId,∇zq and, owing to (63), pπ
k
hp,D
k
hpzhq “ pp, πkhp∇¨zqq “ pπkhp,∇¨zq, we
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infer
T3 “ pf ´ π
k
hf , zq
´
ÿ
TPTh
#
dÿ
i“1
”
p∇ui,∇ziqT ´ pG
k
T I
k
W,Tui,G
k
T I
k
W,T ziq
ı
´ pp´ πkhp,∇¨zq
+
` J ppwh, pzhq.
Denote by T3,1,T3,2,T3,3 the addends in the right-hand side. If k ě 1, we can write
pf ´ πkhf , zq “ pf ´ π
k
hf , z ´ π
1
hzq,
hence
|T3,1| À h
k}f}HkpΩqdh
2}z}H2pΩqd À h
k`2}f}HkpΩqd}puh ´ uh}H2pΩqd .
On the other hand, for k “ 0, we write pf ´ π0hf , z ´ π
0
hzq so that
|T3,1| À h}f}H1pΩqdh}z}H1pΩqd À h
2}f}H1pΩqd}puh ´ uh}.
To estimate T3,2 we use the orthogonality property (47) to infer
T3,2 “
ÿ
TPTh
dÿ
i“1
”
p∇ui ´G
k
T I
k
W,Tui,∇zi ´G
k
T I
k
W,T ziq
ı
,
hence, recalling (50) and using Cattabriga’s regularity (77) for z, it is inferred |T3,2| À
hk`2}u}Hk`2pΩqd}puh ´ uh}. Finally, using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, proceeding as for
the estimate of T3 in the proof of Theorem 8, and recalling again (77), it is inferred
|T3,3| ď J ppwh, pwhq1{2J ppzh, pzhq1{2 À hk`1}u}Hk`2pΩqdh}z}H2pΩqd À hk`2}u}Hk`2pΩqd}puh´uh}.
When k “ 0, using Cattabriga’s regularity for u leads to the estimate |T3,2| ` |T3,3| À
h2}f}H1pΩqd}puh ´ uh}. Collecting the above estimates, it is finally inferred that
|T3| À h
k`2}u}Hk`2pΩqd}puh ´ uh},
which, used in conjunction with (81) and (82) (and Cattabriga’s regularity for pu, pq when
k “ 0) to bound the right-hand side of (80) gives the desired result.
To close this section, we exhibit a discrete velocity reconstruction that converges with order
pk` 2q to the exact velocity u. Let, for all T P Th, r
k
T :W
k
T Ñ P
k`1
d pT q
d denote the velocity
reconstruction operator such that, for all w PW kT ,
rkTw “ pr
k
Twiq1ďiďd
with rkT defined by (49), and define its global counterpart r
k
h : W
k
h Ñ P
k`1
d pThq
d such that,
for all vh PW
k
h,
rkhvh|T “ r
k
TR
k
W ,Tvh, @T P Th.
Corollary 10 (Convergence of rkhwh). Using the notation of Theorem 8, and under the
assumptions of Theorem 9, there is a real number C independent of h such that
}u´ rkhwh} ď Ch
k`2
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
.
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Figure 1: Triangular (Tria), Cartesian (Cart) and hexagonal (Hex) mesh families for the
numerical example of Section 4.6
Proof. Recalling that pwh “ IkW ,hu, and using the triangular inequality, one has
}u´ rkhwh} ď }u´ r
k
h pwh} ` }rkhppwh ´whq} :“ T1 ` T2.
As a result of (50) it is readily inferred |T1| À h
k`2}u}Hk`2pThqd . Additionally, one has,
T2 “
ÿ
TPTh
}rkTR
k
W ,T ppwh ´whq}2T À ÿ
TPTh
!
h2T }∇r
k
TR
k
W ,T ppwh ´whq}2T ` }π0T ppuT ´ uT q}T) .
Estimating the first term between braces using (50), observing, for the second, that it holds
}π0T ppuT ´ uT q}T ď }puT ´ uT }T since π0T is bounded as a projector, and recalling (78), we
infer |T2| À h
k`2
´
}u}Hk`2pThqd ` }p}Hk`1pThq
¯
. The desired result follows.
4.6 Numerical example
We solve the Stokes problem (57) on the unit square Ω “ p0, 1q2 with f ” 0 and Dirichlet
boundary conditions inferred from the following exact solution:
upx, yq “
`
´ exppxqpy cos y ` sin yq, exppxqpy sin yq
˘
, p “ 2 exppxq sinpyq ´ p0,
where p0 P R is chosen so as to ensure
ş
Ω
p “ 0. We consider the three mesh families depicted
in Figure 1. The triangular and Cartesian mesh families correspond, respectively, to the mesh
families 1 and 2 of the FVCA5 benchmark [30], whereas the (predominantly) hexagonal mesh
family was first introduced in [22].
Figure 2 displays convergence results for the different meshes and polynomial degrees up to 3.
Following (69), we display the }¨}A-norm of the error in the velocity as well as the L
2-norm
of the error both in the velocity and in the pressure. In all the cases, the numerical results
match the order estimates predicted by the theory (in some cases, a slight superconvergence
is observed for the pressure at the lowest orders).
Local computations are based on the linear algebra facilities provided by the boost uBLAS
library [31]. The local linear systems for the computation of the operators DkT , C
k
T , and
the local contributions to the bilinear form A are solved using the Cholesky factorization
available in uBLAS; cf. equations (86), (87), and (90) below. The global system (involving
face unknowns only) is solved using SuperLU [17] through the PETSc 3.4 interface [3]. The
tests have been run sequentially on a laptop computer powered by an Intel Core i7-3520 CPU
clocked at 2.90 GHz and equipped with 8Gb of RAM.
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k “ 0 k “ 1 k “ 2 k “ 3
10´2.6 10´2.4 10´2.2 10´2 10´1.8 10´1.6
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
0.98
1.98
2.97
3.96
(a) Tria, }wh ´ pwh}A vs. h
10´2.6 10´2.4 10´2.2 10´2 10´1.8 10´1.6
10´10
10´8
10´6
10´4
10´2
1.95
2.99
3.97
4.95
(b) Tria, }uh ´ puh} vs. h
10´2.6 10´2.4 10´2.2 10´2 10´1.8 10´1.6
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
1.08
1.99
2.98
3.98
(c) Tria, }ph ´ ph} vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1 0.88
1.84
2.88
3.84
(d) Cart, }wh ´ pwh}A vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´9
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
1.74
2.8
3.84
4.78
(e) Cart, }uh ´ puh} vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
1.4
2.49
3.41
4.18
(f) Cart, }ph ´ ph} vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1 0.95
2.02
3.02
3.91
(g) Hex, }wh ´ pwh}A vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´9
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
1.85
3.14
4.05
4.92
(h) Hex, }uh ´ puh} vs. h
10´2.5 10´2 10´1.5
10´7
10´5
10´3
10´1
1.39
2.53
3.09
4.15
(i) Hex, }ph ´ ph} vs. h
Figure 2: Convergence results for the numerical example of Section 4.6 on the mesh families
of Figure 1. The notation is the same as in Theorems 8 and 9
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5 Implementation
In this section we discuss the practical implementation of the primal hybrid method (55) for
the Poisson problem. The implementation of the method (67) for the Stokes equations follows
similar principles and is not detailed here for the sake of brevity.
An essential point consists in selecting appropriate bases for the polynomial spaces on elements
and faces. Particular care is required to make sure that the resulting local problems are well-
conditioned, since the accuracy of the local computations may affect the overall quality of
the approximation. For a given polynomial degree l P tk, k ` 1u, one possibility leading to a
hierarchical basis for PldpT q, T P Th, is to choose the following family of monomial functions:!
ϕT “
dź
i“1
ξαiT,i
ˇˇ
ξT,i :“
xi´xT,i
hT
@1 ď i ď d, α P Nd, }α}l1 ď l
)
, (83)
where xT denotes the barycenter of T . The idea is here (i) to express basis functions with
respect to a reference frame local to one element, which ensures that the basis does not depend
on the position of the element and (ii) to scale with respect to a local length scale. Choosing
this length scale equal to hT ensures that the basis functions take values in the interval r´1, 1s.
For anisotropic elements, a better option would be to use the inertial frame of reference and,
possibly, to perform orthonormalization, cf. [4]. Similarly, a hierarchical monomial basis can
be defined for the spaces PkdpF q, F P Fh, using the face barycenter xF and the face diameter
hF .
Let, for a given polynomial degree l ě 0 and a number of variables n ě 0, N ln :“ dimpP
l
nq.
For any element T P Th, we assume for the sake of simplicity that a hierarchical basis B
k`1
T
:“
tϕiT u0ďiăNk`1
d
(not necessarily given by (83)) has been selected for Pk`1d pT q so that ϕ
0
T is the
constant function on T and pϕiT , ϕ
0
T qT “ 0 for all 1 ď i ă N
k`1
d . While this latter condition
is not verified for general element shapes by the choice (83), one can obtain also in that
case a well-posed local problem (21) for the computation of CkT by removing ϕ
0
T , since the
remaining functions vanish at xT . For more general choices, the zero-average condition can
be enforced by a Lagrange multiplier constant over the element. Having assumed that Bk`1T
is hierarchical, a basis for PkdpT q is readily obtained by selecting the first N
k
d basis functions.
Additionally, for any face F P Fh, we denote by B
k
F :“ tϕ
i
F u0ďiăNk
d´1
a basis for PkdpF q (not
necessarily hierarchical in this case).
The definition of the discrete spaces (10) relies on a generalized notion of DOFs. Solving the
primal hybrid problem (55) amounts to computing the coefficients puiT q0ďiăNk
d
for all T P Th
and pλiF q0ďiăNk
d´1
for all F P Fh of the following expansions for the local potential unknown
uT P U
k
T and the local Lagrange multiplier λF P Λ
k
F , respectively:
uT “
ÿ
0ďiăNk
d
uiTϕ
i
T , λF “
ÿ
0ďiăNk
d´1
λiFϕ
i
F . (84)
For all T P Th, we also introduce as intermediate unknowns the algebraic flux DOFs pσ
i
T q1ďiăNk
d
and pσiTF q0ďiăNk
d´1
, F P FT , corresponding to the coefficients of the following expansions for
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the components of the local flux unknown pσT , pσTF qFPFT q P Σ
k
T :
T
k
T Q σT “
ÿ
1ďiăNk
d
σiT∇ϕ
i
T F
k
F Q σTF “
ÿ
0ďiăNk
d´1
σiTFϕ
i
F @F P FT , (85)
where we have used the fact that p∇ϕiT q1ďiăNk
d
is a basis for the DOF space TkT defined by (9)
(the sum starts from 1 to accomodate the zero-average constraint in the definition of TkT ).
Clearly, the total number of local flux DOFs in ΣkT (cf. (10)) is
NkΣ,T :“ pN
k
d ´ 1q `NTN
k
d´1,
with NT defined in (1).
For a given element T P Th, the discrete operators D
k
T ,C
k
T , ς
k
T act on and take values in finite
dimensional spaces, hence they can be represented by matrices once the choice of the bases
for the DOF spaces has been made. Their action on a vector of DOFs then results from right
matrix-vector multiplication. In what follows, we show how to carry out the computation of
such matrices in detail and how to use them to infer the local contribution to the bilinear
form A stemming from the element T .
5.1 Discrete divergence operator
The discrete divergence operator DkT acting on Σ
k
T with values in P
k
dpT q can be represented
by the matrix D of size Nkd ˆ N
k
Σ,T with block-structure
”
DT pDF qFPFT
ı
induced by the
geometric items to which flux DOFs in ΣkT are associated. According to the definition (17)
of DkT , the matrix D can be computed as the solution of the following linear system of size
Nkd with N
k
Σ,T right-hand sides:
MDD “ RD, (86)
with block form
MDN
k
d
Nkd
DT DF1 ¨ ¨ ¨ DFNT “
Nkd ´ 1 N
k
d´1 N
k
d´1
Nk
Σ,T
RD,T RD,F1 ¨ ¨ ¨ RD,FNT
Nkd ´ 1 N
k
d´1 N
k
d´1
Nk
Σ,T
where the system matrix is MD :“
“
pϕiT , ϕ
j
T qT
‰
0ďi,jăNk
d
, while the right-hand side is such that
RD,T :“
“
p∇ϕiT ,∇ϕ
j
T qT
‰
0ďiăNk
d
,1ďjăNk
d
RD,F :“
“
pϕiT , ϕ
j
F qF
‰
0ďiăNk
d
, 0ďjăNk
d´1
@F P FT .
When considering orthonormal bases such as, e.g., the ones introduced in [4], the matrix MD
is unit diagonal and numerical resolution is unnecessary.
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5.2 Consistent flux reconstruction operator
The consistent flux reconstruction operator CkT acting on Σ
k
T with values in ∇P
k`1,0
d pT q
can be represented by the matrix C of size pNk`1d ´ 1q ˆ N
k
Σ,T with the block-structure”
CT pCF qFPFT
ı
induced by the geometric items to which flux DOFs in ΣkT are associated.
According to definition (21a), this requires to solve a linear system of size pNk`1d ´1q with
NkΣ,T right-hand sides,
MCC “ QCD` RC :“ rRC . (87)
The linear system (87) has the following block form:
MCN
k`1
d ´1
Nk`1d ´1
CT CF1 ¨ ¨ ¨ CFNT “
Nkd´1 N
k
d´1 N
k
d´1
Nk
Σ,T
QC
Nkd
D
Nk
Σ,T
` 0 RC,F1 ¨ ¨ ¨ RC,FNT
Nkd´1 N
k
d´1 N
k
d´1
Nk
Σ,T
with system matrix MC :“
“
p∇ϕiT ,∇ϕ
j
T q
‰
1ďi,jăNk`1
d
and the matrix blocks appearing in the
right-hand side in addition to the matrix D obtained solving (86) are given by
QC :“
“
´pϕiT , ϕ
j
T qT
‰
1ďiăNk`1
d
, 0ďjăNk
d
, RC,F :“
“
pϕiT , ϕ
j
F qF
‰
1ďiăNk`1
d
, 0ďjăNk
d´1
@F P FT .
5.3 Bilinear form HT
We are now ready to compute the matrix H of size NkΣ,T ˆN
k
Σ,T representing the local bilinear
form HT defined by (26) as
H “ CtrRC ` J, (88)
where the factors appearing in the first term are defined in (87), while the matrix J repre-
senting the stabilization term JT defined by (28) is given by (the block partitioning is the one
induced by the geometric entity to which flux DOFs are attached):
J “
ÿ
FPFT
CtQJ,1,FC´
”
0 pCtQJ,2,F qFPFT
ı
´
”
0 pCtQJ,2,F qFPFT
ıt
` hF
„
0 0
0 diagpMF qFPFT

,
where C is defined by (87) while, for all F P FT , we have defined the auxiliary matrices
QJ,1,F :“ hF
“
p∇ϕiT ¨nTF ,∇ϕ
j
T ¨nTF qF
‰
1ďi,jăNk`1
d
,
QJ,2,F :“ hF
“
p∇ϕiT ¨nTF , ϕ
j
F qF
‰
1ďiăNk`1
d
, 0ďjăNk
d´1
,
and face mass matrices
MF :“
“
pϕiF , ϕ
j
F qF
‰
0ďi,jăNk
d´1
. (89)
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5.4 Hybridization
The first step to perform hybridization is to construct the matrix B representing the bilinear
form B defined by (33a), which has the following block form corresponding to the geometric
items to which DOFs in ΣkT (rows) and W
k
T (columns) are associated:
RtD
0
MF1
0
¨ ¨ ¨
. . .
MFNT
0
0
Nkd N
k
d´1 N
k
d´1
NkW,T
NTN
k
d´1
Nkd´1
Nk
Σ,TB “
with matrix RD as in (86), MF defined by (89), and
NkW,T :“ N
k
d `NTN
k
d´1,
corresponding to the number of DOFs in W kT .
The condition on the Lagrange multipliers in Λkh on boundary faces F P Fb (cf. (31)) is
enforced via Lagrange multipliers in Pkd´1pF q. This choice is reflected by the fact that we
include boundary faces in the definition of the matrix B.
The local contribution to the bilinear form A defined by (53) is finally given by
A “ BtH´1B, (90)
which requires the solution of a linear system involving the matrix H defined by (88). Observe
that H´1B is in fact the matrix representation of the lifting operator ςkT defined by (41a).
The matrix A has the following block structure induced by the geometric items to which
DOFs in W kT are attached:
ATT ATF
AtTF AFF
A “
Nkd NTN
k
d´1
Nkd
NTN
k
d´1
Observing that cell DOFs for a given element T are only linked to the face DOFs (Lagrange
multipliers) attached to the faces in FT , one can finally obtain a problem in the sole Lagrange
multipliers by computing the Schur complement of ATT . This requires the numerical inversion
of the symmetric positive-definite matrix ATT of size N
k
d ˆN
k
d
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